ADVANCE INFORMATION ACTIVITY
CASTLE
written and illustrated by Clare Beaton

Critical literacy empowering all readers

SUPER IMPRESSIVE ‘MAKE AND DO’ BOOK

WHO’S BEHIND THE BOOK?

Build your very own table–top model of a castle by folding out the
back cover of this delightful activity book. Then colour in and cut out
the medieval figures to complete the beautiful scene. There are also
facts about castles, creative craft projects and a simple glossary.

Author/Illustrator: Bestselling author/
illustrator Clare lives and works in north
London. Clare illustrates in various
media: pen and ink, felt, fabric and
paper collage. Clare has written and
illustrated many activity books for b small.

Series title: MAKE YOUR OWN
Photo of completed model

b small publishing:
Small but mighty (yes, there’s
just two of us!), we love asking
curious questions and then trying

KEY SELLING POINTS:
•

Children will learn historical facts while being creative

•

Appeals to consumers who like unbeatable value for money

•

Perfect for keeping one child, friends or siblings occupied

to answer them!

Other titles available in this series:
APRIL 2021

Non-fiction spreads

Publisher

b small publishing ltd.

Binding

Paperback

ISBN

978-1-912909-97-1

Illustrations

Full colour

Format

278x216mm

Author

Clare Beaton

Price

£5.99 (no VAT)

Illustrator

Clare Beaton

Age

3 years and up

Market

Worldwide

Extent

16 pages + flaps

BIC Codes

YBGK

978-1-912909-25-4

978-1-912909-26-1

978-1-912909-XXX

978-1-912909-XXX
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ADVANCE INFORMATION ACTIVITY
FAIRY GARDEN
written and illustrated by Clare Beaton

Critical literacy empowering all readers

SUPER IMPRESSIVE ‘MAKE AND DO’ BOOK

WHO’S BEHIND THE BOOK?

Build your very own table–top model of a fairy garden by folding out
the back cover of this delightful activity book. Then colour in and cut
out the magical figures to complete the beautiful scene. There are
also enchanting stories, creative craft projects and a simple glossary.

Author/Illustrator: Bestselling author/
illustrator Clare lives and works in north
London. Clare illustrates in various
media: pen and ink, felt, fabric and
paper collage. Clare has written and
illustrated many activity books for b small.

Series title: MAKE YOUR OWN
Photo of completed model

b small publishing:
Small but mighty (yes, there’s
just two of us!), we love asking
curious questions and then trying

KEY SELLING POINTS:

to answer them!

•

Fairies spark children’s imagination and lead to creative play

•

Appeals to consumers who like unbeatable value for money

•

Perfect for keeping one child, friends or siblings occupied
Other titles available in this series:
APRIL 2021

Recipes and activities

Publisher

b small publishing ltd.

Binding

Paperback

ISBN

978-1-912909-98-8

Illustrations

Full colour

Format

278x216mm

Author

Clare Beaton

Price

£5.99 (no VAT)

Illustrator

Clare Beaton

Age

3 years and up

Market

Worldwide

Extent

16 pages + flaps

BIC Codes

YBGK

978-1-912909-25-4

978-1-912909-26-1

978-1-912909-XXX

978-1-912909-XXX
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ADVANCE INFORMATION ACTIVITY
PAPER DINOSAURS
written and illustrated by Clare Beaton

Critical literacy empowering all readers

QUICK AND EASY CREATIVE FUN

WHO’S BEHIND THE BOOK?

This simple activity book is perfect for vehicle-loving children. There
are 18 dinosaurs to cut out and make. Plus plenty of tips on making
more prehistoric scenes, trees and habitats. Some coloured crayons
and a pair of scissors are all children will need for hours of creative
fun. Excellent value for money!

Author/Illustrator: Bestselling author/
illustrator Clare lives and works in north
London. Clare illustrates in various
media: pen and ink, felt, fabric and
paper collage. Clare has written and
illustrated many activity books for b small.

Series title: MAKE AND COLOUR
b small publishing:
Small but mighty (yes, there’s

KEY SELLING POINTS:

just two of us!), we love asking

•

Packed full of activities making excellent value for money

•

Children absolutely love dinosaurs!

•

Suitable for families needing a book for one child or several

curious questions and then trying
to answer them!

APRIL 2021
Publisher

b small publishing ltd.

Binding

Paperback

ISBN

978-1-912909-95-7

Illustrations

Full colour

Format

278x216mm

Author

Clare Beaton

Price

£5.99 (no VAT)

Illustrator

Clare Beaton

Age

3 years and up

Market

Worldwide

Extent

16 pages + stencils

BIC Codes

YBGK

Other titles available in this series:
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ADVANCE INFORMATION ACTIVITY
UNDER THE SEA
written and illustrated by Clare Beaton

Critical literacy empowering all readers

QUICK AND EASY CREATIVE FUN

WHO’S BEHIND THE BOOK?

This simple activity book is perfect for children who love the undersea
world. There are 53 ocean things to cut out and make. Plus plenty
of tips on making undersea scenes. Some coloured crayons and a
pair of scissors are all children will need for hours of creative fun.
Excellent value for money!

Author/Illustrator: Bestselling author/
illustrator Clare lives and works in north
London. Clare illustrates in various
media: pen and ink, felt, fabric and
paper collage. Clare has written and
illustrated many activity books for b small.

Series title: MAKE AND COLOUR
b small publishing:
Small but mighty (yes, there’s

KEY SELLING POINTS:

just two of us!), we love asking

•

Packed full of activities making excellent value for money

•

Consumers will respond positively to the shark on the cover

•

Suitable for families needing a book for one child or several
APRIL 2021
Publisher

b small publishing ltd.

Binding

Paperback

ISBN

978-1-912909-96-4

Illustrations

Full colour

Format

278x216mm

Author

Clare Beaton

Price

£5.99 (no VAT)

Illustrator

Clare Beaton

Age

3 years and up

Market

Worldwide

Extent

16 pages + stencils

BIC Codes

YBGK

curious questions and then trying
to answer them!

Other titles available in this series:

978-1-912909-28-5
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ADVANCE INFORMATION CRAFT / NON-FICTION
WILD BOOK
written and illustrated by Clare Beaton

Critical literacy empowering all readers

WILD CRAFTS FOR TODDLERS

WHO’S BEHIND THE BOOK?

This is the book that brings the wild to your door. There are inventive
wild animal crafts perfect for school or at home, plenty of fact pages
to educate and inspire plus wholesome, healthy recipes for the entire
family. Adult and child can read about wild animals together then
make the perfect gift for someone special.

Author/Illustrator: Bestselling author/
illustrator Clare lives and works in north
London. Clare illustrates in various
media: pen and ink, felt, fabric and
paper collage. Clare has written and
illustrated many activity books for b small.

Series title: NATURE BOOKS
b small publishing:
Small but mighty (yes, there’s

KEY SELLING POINTS:

just two of us!), we love asking

•

Simple ideas for gifts to make at home

•

Uses everyday materials such as toilet rolls

•

By bestselling author and illustrator Clare Beaton

curious questions and then trying
to answer them!

APRIL 2021
Publisher

b small publishing ltd.

Binding

Paperback with flaps

ISBN

978-1-912909-30-8

Illustrations

Full colour

Format

265x259mm

Author

Clare Beaton

Price

£6.99 (no VAT)

Illustrator

Clare Beaton

Age

3 years and up

Market

Worldwide

Extent

32 pages

BIC Codes

YNPH

Other titles available in this series:

978-1-911509-00-4
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ADVANCE INFORMATION • LEAD TITLE • 8+ FICTION • APRIL 2021

Featherlight
Peter Bunzl

M A G I C B R A V E R Y F A M I LY

An unlikely visitor brings light to the life of the lighthouse keeper’s daughter, in a
stunning new adventure from the award-winning author of the Cogheart series.
Deryn’s father is the lighthouse keeper on Featherstone Island, keeping the lantern lit to protect passing boats
from the treacherous rocky coastline. But when an emergency arises and her parents have to travel to the
mainland for help, Deryn is left alone to keep watch over the lighthouse, and she finds herself in a terrible
situation when the lamp runs out of oil during a wild storm. With a fishing boat in peril on the sea, and time
running out to rescue those on board, Deryn seeks help from an unusual source ...

With black and white illustrations

• A high calibre author, Peter’s Cogheart series was shortlisted for both the Branford Boase Award and the
Waterstones Children’s Book Prize
• A thrilling adventure featuring a strong female protagonist, a touching story of family, and a fantastic
mix of myth and history

LEAD
TITLE

• Inspired by the story of real heroines like Grace Darling in the Farne Islands and Ida Lewis of Rhode
Island, both of whom risked their lives in daring sea rescues in the nineteenth century
• Title to be supported by large proof mailing, bespoke signed bookplates, and stunning display materia

Read the first chapter of Featherlight
Find Peter online @ Twitter | Instagram | Facebook | Website

DRAFT COVER ONLY

Discover more about Barrington Stoke and dyslexia-friendly fiction

ISBN 978-1-78112-918-0

9 781781 129180

Publishers: Barrington Stoke Ltd, 18 Walker Street, Edinburgh EH3 7LP t 0131 225 4113 f 0131 225 4140 e info@barringtonstoke.co.uk
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PUBLICATION:
ISBN:
PRICE:
VAT:
BIC CODE:
CBMC CODE:
CATEGORY:
RIGHTS:
READING AGE:
INTEREST AGE:
FORMAT:
PAGES:
ILLUSTRATIONS:

1st April 2021
9781781129180
£6.99 P/B
No
YFHD, YFT, YFN, YF 5AR
D3N79
Children’s Fiction /
Books for reluctant readers
World
8
8+
(B format) 198 x 130 mm
104pp
Black and white

ILLUSTRATOR:
TBC
AUTHOR LOCATION: London
ILLUS. LOCATION: N/A

•
Madam Squeaker
Pip Jones
With colour illustrations by Paula Bowles

ANIMALS COURAGE FUNNY

APRIL 2021
A little mouse searches for the courage to save her home and make her squeak heard, in
this touching Little Gem from the award-winning author of Izzy Gizzmo.
Crumbs on the counter, morsels on the floor ... There should be plenty of food for all the creatures in
Hollyhock House to eat. But the Ruling Rats are running rampage every night, taking the best of everything for
themselves. Minetta the mouse has decided enough is enough – it’s time the rats learned to share. But Minetta
is so small and her voice is but a squeak ... how will she ever make them listen?
• Pip Jones is the bestselling and award-winning author of several books for children including the series
Squishy McFluff and the runaway hit Izzy Gizzmo
• A hugely experienced author and the perfect match for the emergent reader market
• Animal-focused titles are always very popular for this age range and this funny, heartfelt tale of
courage is sure to be a hit with young readers and grown-ups alike
• A great commercial package featuring gorgeous and vibrant full-colour illustrations from Paula Bowles

The acclaimed Little Gems are stunning first chapter books by the
cream of children’s talent, with super readable layouts and design,
a chunky friendly format, high-spec finishes and lots of fun extras.
Sales for the series are over 400k since the launch in 2012.
Find out more about the Little Gems and view the full list here.

ISBN 978-1-78112-951-7

9 781781 129517
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RIGHTS:

World
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FORMAT:
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PAGES:

96pp

ILLUSTRATIONS:

Full Colour

ILLUSTRATOR:

Paula Bowles

CATEGORY:

Children’s Fiction

AUTHOR LOCATION: London
ILLUS. LOCATION:

Bristol

•

ANIMALS COURAGE FUNNY

illustrations by
Paula Bowles
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Tragedy at Sea: The Sinking of the Titanic

David Long
Black and white illustrations by Stefano Tambellini

TITANIC HISTORY DISASTER

Discover the astonishing facts and catastrophic end of the Titanic in this illustrated,
accessible, and riveting account of one of history’s most famous disasters.
April 1912: the Titanic, the so called Ship of Dreams, sets sail with over 2,000 men, women and children on
board. It was a historic moment and should have been one of the safest, most luxurious journeys to America.
But when the ship hit an iceberg in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean its maiden voyage became a nightmare and
the Titanic quickly sank taking her crew and passengers with her … In this gripping and fact-filled retelling David
Long brings to life the history of the “unsinkable” Titanic, its creation and its doomed maiden voyage.

• David is a top non-fiction author whose concise, informative and brilliantly written children’s titles have
won him critical acclaim and the 2017 Blue Peter Book Award
• A brilliantly accessible, fact-filled and highly-illustrated retelling of an era-defining disaster
• Engaging, accessible reading for the whole classroom across KS2/KS3 history modules
• “Long excels at telling intriguing stories from the past ... and this book is no exception” Independent on
Survival in Space

Find David online @ Twitter | Website
Read the first chapter and find out more about Survival in Space

DRAFT COVER ONLY

Discover more about Barrington Stoke and dyslexia-friendly books

ISBN 978-1-78112-966-1

RELATED TITLE
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No
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D5N79
Children’s Non-fiction /
Books for reluctant readers
World
8
8+
(B format) 198 x 130 mm
96pp
Black and white

ILLUSTRATOR:
Stefano Tambellini
AUTHOR LOCATION: Suffolk
ILLUS. LOCATION: Italy

ADVANCE INFORMATION • 8+ FICTION • APRIL 2021

Offside! (Football Mad #2)
Paul Stewart
Black and white illustrations by Michael Broad

FOOTBALL FRIENDS BETRAYAL

The competition and the tension heightens as Paul Stewart continues the action in the
second of this four-part football series.
Another year, another chance to win the schools’ cup. Scott, Danny and Craig are ready to give it their best
shot – until Craig is booted to the reserves bench to make space for new boy Lee Parker. But something’s
not right with Lee, and Craig’s the only one who can see it. With everything to play for in the final, can
Craig dig up the truth before it all goes wrong for Mead Juniors?

• A prolific and bestselling author, Paul is perhaps best known for his epic fantasy series The Edge
Chronicles which gained him a passionate fanbase and made him a household name
• Football-based stories are always in demand and Paul’s friendship-filled take on the sport is the perfect
pick for this age range, particularly struggling and reluctant male readers
• Football Mad #3 and #4 to follow in 2022 with the same great commercial package and action packed
illustrations from Michael Broad

Find out more about Own Goal! (Football Mad #1)
Browse more sporting fiction from Barrington Stoke

DRAFT COVER ONLY

Discover more about Barrington Stoke and dyslexia-friendly fiction
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World
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Black and white
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AUTHOR LOCATION: Brighton
ILLUS. LOCATION: Redhill
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Buck ‘n’ Bronco: Hit the Road
Guy Bass
Black and white illustrations by Steve May

F U N N Y FA M E T H E M E PA R K S

Where can a mascot go when their theme park is closed for good? Join Buck ’n’ Bronco
on a whacky, laugh-out-loud adventure as they search for a new place to call home …
When the Happy Ranch theme park closes down to make way for a futuristic new adventure land, park mascots
Buck and Bronco are out of a job and out of a home. While Buck thinks its time for them to spread their wings
and take the show on the road, Bronco wants nothing more than for their life to be exactly as it was … Can the
pair discover new meaning beyond the park and recapture the fame they once had? Or are they destined to be
yesterday’s mascots?

• Guy is a hugely popular and Blue Peter Book Award-winning author who is an expert in funny stories for
this age bracket and a fantastic performer at events
• Guy’s previous titles have quickly established themselves as top-selling, core titles on the Barrington
Stoke list with Aidan Abet, Teacher’s Pet winning the Lancashire Libraries Fantastic Book Award
• A top-class pairing; Guy and Steve work together brilliantly with Steve’s iconic, hilarious cartoon style
perfectly matching Guys writing for a winning combination

Find Guy online @ Twitter | Facebook | Website
Find out more about Guy and Steve’s laugh-out-loud collaborations
DRAFT COVER ONLY

Discover more about Barrington Stoke and dyslexia-friendly fiction
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HOW TALL WAS A T.REX?
Author/illustrator:
Publication:		

Alison Limentani
1st April 2021

Major selling points:
•

Graphically striking and innovative
addition to WILD FACTS AND AMAZING
MATHS series.

•

Alison’s first book was shortlisted for
Cambridgeshire Libraries
“Read it Again” award.

•
Dinosaurs are a perennial favourite .
UK retail price: £7.99
978-1-912757-00-8
ISBN:		
YBLH
BIC code:
CMBC code: A2M79
Age group:
3-6 years
Binding:
Paperback
245mm x 245mm
Format:		
32
Pages:		
Rights:		
Exclusive World Rights

Have you ever wondered what a T.rex was
really like? How tall was it? How much did it
eat? Did it have scales or feathers? Find out lots
of fascinating facts in this brilliant exploration
of the world’s scariest dinosaur - the T.rex.
Author/illustrator information:
Alison Limentani has always been fascinated by wildlife. She
has a degree in Animal Behaviour and worked as a zookeeper
before training as a veterinary nurse. She is passionate about
drawing animals, and sharing her knowledge about them. Her
first picture book was published to great acclaim, making the
New York Public Library’s Best Books for Kids list in 2016.

‘A terrific introduction
to the ups and downs of
measurement as well as
relative scale.’– Kirkus

Also published
by Boxer® Books:

‘…fact-filled and
playful…’
– Publishers Weekly

How Far Can a Kangaroo Jump?
ISBN: 978-1-912757-66-4
“An excellent way to stimulate
learning.”’ Parents in Touch

How Much Does a Ladybird
Weigh?
ISBN: 978-1-910126-98-1
‘... this elegant picture book
exploration of math{s} truly
speaks to the intended audience.’
Booklist

How Long is a Whale?
ISBN: 978-1-910716-51-9
‘... awe-inspiringly clear ...’

Booklist

A Jamie’s Amazing Cape Adventure:
Alien Brother
by Pete Johnson
Jamie’s Amazing Cape is pretty awesome: it grants wishes
when wet. Only his best friend Reema and his brother Harry
know Jamie’s secret, but will they be able to stay away from
trouble?

COVER COMING SOON

Jamie’s younger brother Harry is up to his usual tricks again and
this time it’s scary! He’s created A MONSTER (or AN ALIEN to be
exact). Harry thinks it’ll be great fun having an alien for a brother,
he’ll be much less grumpy than Jamie and lots more fun.
The only problem is that the alien is pretty smelly and it seems
very unhappy here on planet Earth. Can Jamie find a way to send the
alien home to his own family or has the cape finally run out of magic
altogether?

KEY SELLING POINTS
• The final installment in the Jamie’s Amazing Cape Adventure series
• Hilarious supernatural story, perfectly timed for Halloween
• Fun and accessible series, great for emerging new readers
• Humorous illustrations by Mike Phillips
www.catnipbooks.com

YOU MAY ALSO LIKE. . .

TITLE INFO

Publication date
Age

April 2021
5+

Price

£4.99

Format

PAPERBACK B FORMAT

Size

198 X 129MM

Extent

TBC

ISBN

978-1-910611-24-1
ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Pete Johnson has written
more than 50 books
for young readers and
had his work translated into
24 languages. He has won many
awards, including the Young
Telegraph Fully Booked Award and
Stockton Libraries award for THE
GHOST DOG, and was on the
Roald Dahl Funny Prize shortlist
for MY PARENTS ARE OUT OF
CONTROL. Pete regularly visits
schools and libraries and has been to
Germany and Belgium to meet his
readers.
ORDERS to Grantham Book Services
Trent Rd, Grantham, Lincolnshire NG31 7XQ
T: 01476 541080
F: 01476 541061
E: orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk

Bigfoot Mountain
Roderick O’Grady
•
•
•

cover rough

Why we loved it:
‘Rod O’Grady tells us the stories of Minnie and
Taayii, creating an enchanting natural world
with no sentimentality, anthropomorphism or
humbug!’ Penny Thomas, editor

Superb evocation of a remote North American world where
the legendary Bigfoots still roam the forests and mountains.
Sensitive portrayal of a young girl and her stepdad’s efforts
to cope with bereavement and grief, and find each other.
Compelling narrative as the parallel worlds of young girl,
Minnie, and young Sasquatch (Bigfoot) Taayii gradually
entwine.

Summary:
Minnie sits high up in her favourite tree, watching the smoke
from a huge, distant, forest fire. Her mother died recently and
Minnie and her stepdad Dan are stuck with each other in their
small cabin at the foot of the mountain. But one day Minnie and
her friend Billy, discover four giant footprints on a mountain
trail. Dan puts it down to hoaxers. Minnie is sure she knows
better.
Taayii sits high up in his favourite tree, watching smoke from the
forest fire that has forced his clan to move to the other side of
the mountain. He also watches the humans in their cabins down
below. His father has decided there are too many predators on
this side of the mountain and the Sasquatch guardians of the
forest must follow an ancient trail to a new home.
Taayii and Minnie’s paths entwine as they help each other and
their families to heal.

Firefly Press			
Distribution (Wales):		
Trade UK representation:		
Distribution (UK):
25 Gabalfa Road, Llandaff North
The Books Council Wales 		
Bounce				
Grantham Book Services￼
Cardiff, CF14 2JJ			Helena O’Sullivan			0207 138 3650			44(0)1256302699
www.fireflypress.co.uk 		
+ 44 (0)1970 624455 		
sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk
email.orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk
@fireflypress / www.facebook.com/ sales@books.wales					
fireflypress@yahoo.co.uk

After embarking on an acting career in
London, Roderick moved to New York
in the nineties. After some success OffBroadway and popular US daytime soap
‘As the World Turns’ he returned to the
UK with a wife and two children.
His stage play ‘A Foolish Fancy - How
Not to Get Ahead in the Theatre’ was
Time Outs Critic’s Choice on the London
Fringe. Bigfoot Mountain is Rod’s first
book.

Pub date: 29 April 2021
ISBN: 978913102418
RRP: £6.99
Format: paperback
Size: 129 x 198mm
Extent: 224pp
Age group: 9-12s
Rights: World rights

ADVANCED INFO

ALLEY CAT RALLY

PICTURE
BOOK

RICKY TRICKARTT

Asta the cat is on a mission: to be the greatest racer her neighbourhood has ever seen. She needs to show
those alley cats who the real slow pokes are! And what better opportunity than the Kibble Hill Rally?
Using a bit of ingenuity and a washing machine, Asta’s ready to take on the other racers, but can she compete
with Marvin’s souped-up shopping basket or Anton’s sleek sportscar and win the race?
Buckle up for this lively tale from Ricky Trickartt about the importance of getting stuck in, even when your
dreams might feel out of reach…

KEY SELLING POINTS

MARKETING AND SALES

•

•

A fun debut picture book by talented
graphic designer Ricky Trickartt

•

Comprehensive social media campaign
featuring animated cat gifs!
Review mailing sent to bloggers, influencers
& national press

[COVER NOT FINAL]

FOR PEOPLE WHO LOVED:

Publication

April 2021

Age Range

3+

Price

£9.99

Format

Hardback

Size

270 x 230mm (h x w)

Extent

40pp

ISBN

978-1-838740-30-6

Territory

Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR/ILLUSTRATOR
is a graphic artist who can barely
contain his creativity. Over the past 15 years,
he has developed and delivered hundreds of
unique record covers and packaging designs.
Ricky has created artwork for clients like BBC
Radio 1 and Red Bull, and directs the visual
output of the renowned independent electronic
music label Hospital Records.

Ricky Trickartt

Shelving Category Picture Book

Published by Flying Eye Books www.flyingeyebooks.com

@FlyingEyeBooks

E zoe@nobrow.net

Sales by Bounce Sales & Marketing www.bouncemarketing.co.uk

E sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

ADVANCED INFO
SAMPLE SPREADS

[ARTWORK NOT FINAL]
Published by Flying Eye Books www.flyingeyebooks.com

@FlyingEyeBooks

E zoe@nobrow.net

Sales by Bounce Sales & Marketing www.bouncemarketing.co.uk

E sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

ADVANCED INFO

THE SECRET LIVES OF UNICORNS

GIFTBOOK

DR TEMISA SERAPHINI AND SOPHIE ROBIN

If you thought unicorns were strictly imaginary, think again.
Anatomy, evolution, life cycle, magical properties – discover just how much you didn’t know about unicorns.
Dive into the life’s work of famed unicornologist Professor Temisa Seraphini with this beautiful, fully-illustrated
encyclopedic volume of unicorn knowledge. Meet species from the fjords of the North to the unforgiving
deserts of the equator as you discover the wonders of this enchanting creature from past to present.

KEY SELLING POINTS

MARKETING AND SALES

•

•

•
•

Presents unicorns in an enormously
developed universe – perfect for avid
readers with a love of fantasy
An imaginative take on zoology and animal
conservation
First collaboration with a new and talented
illustrator

•
•

Advance review copies available to booksellers, national press & media
National print and online campaign
Promotion via www.flyingeyebooks.com

[COVER NOT FINAL]

FOR PEOPLE WHO LOVED:

Publication

April ww2021

Age Range

7+

Price

£9.99

Format

Paperback

Size

290 x 245mm (h x w)

Dr Temisa Seraphini encountered her first unicorn where
she grew up in Nottingham. She is now a leading expert on
Unicorns and Unicornology at the University of Forgotten
Magical Creatures.

Extent

64pp

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR

ISBN

978-1-83874-050-4

Territory

Worldwide

Sophie Robin is a freelance illustrator who graduated with
Honors from Edinburgh College of Art in 2017. She lives in
Glasgow.

Shelving Category Picture Book

Published by Flying Eye Books www.flyingeyebooks.com

@FlyingEyeBooks

E zoe@nobrow.net

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Sales by Bounce Sales & Marketing www.bouncemarketing.co.uk

E sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

ADVANCED INFO
INTERIOR SPREADS

Published by Flying Eye Books www.flyingeyebooks.com

@FlyingEyeBooks

E zoe@nobrow.net

Sales by Bounce Sales & Marketing www.bouncemarketing.co.uk

E sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

Fossils from Lost Worlds
Hélène Rajcak & Damien Laverdunt

TITLE INFORMATION
Hélène Rajcak was born in 1981 in
Paris. She lives and works in Paris as
an illustrator. She studied illustration at
the Ecole Nationale Superieure des Arts
Decoratifs in Paris and has also trained
as a textile designer.

Damien Laverdunt was born in
1978. He lives and works in Paris as
a writer and illustrator and teaches
applied arts at the Lycée de Sèvres.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Released: April 2021
A large-format non-fiction picture book that describes the
incredible creatures that once walked the Earth with a lively mix
of illustrations, comics and facts.
WHY I CHOSE THIS BOOK

“This book combines storytelling with science in a way that gives
multiple entry points and shows how science itself evolves, encouraging
critical thinking.” Julia Marshall, Publisher
SALES POINTS

•

Fossils and dinosaurs are perennially fascinating subjects for children
and adults to discover together

•

Mix of full-page illustrations, comic panels and facts.

•

Includes an illustrated timeline of paleontology with important
personalities and key discoveries

•

Large-format hardback from the creators of Small and Tall Tales of
Extinct Animals (4500 copies sold in the UK)

BLURB
978-1-877467-90-5
GBP 14.99
ISBN 978-1-776573-15-8

Ages 8–12 | 320 mm x 250 mm | 72pp | Hardback
ISBN 978-1-776573-15-8 | GBP 14.99
Origin: France

www.geckopress.com | info@geckopress.com
Sales & Marketing: sales@bouncemarketing.co.nz
Distribution: orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk

Walk in the footsteps of the first fossil researchers to discover the earliest
animal life on Earth.
Explore the story of a spiny sea worm without tail or head, a walking
fish, a peaceful sea dragon, and many other incredible creatures.
Told through comics, illustrations and data, Fossils from Lost Worlds is
also a fascinating insight into paleontology itself. It shows how science is
a process of thinking and rethinking, questioning and learning. Through
a timeline of animal reconstructions and major discoveries, we can track
the beliefs and theories that have brought our knowledge to where it is
today.
THEMES & KEYWORDS

dinosaur; prehistory; earth science; STEM; nature; science; minerals;
rocks; extinction; comic; paleontology; extinct animals

Push Pull Slide: Farm
Explore and learn all about the farm with this interactive book that’s full
of tractors and animals to move as you push, pull and slide the card tabs
on the pages!

Pub date: April 2021

There is a chunky card mechanism on each page to push, pull and slide to make the busy
farm pictures come to life! The simple, easy-to-read story accompanies bright and friendly
illustrations of busy farm scenes that feature lots of things to see and say as you read
through the book.

Age: 1 - 5

The sturdy card push and pull mechanisms are perfect for little hands to interact with as
they move the farm characters and discover the additional farm-themed facts on each busy
scene.

BIC code: YBGT3

About the illustrator:

ISBN: 978-1-78958-929-0

Look inside!

Villie was born in Athens and studied illustration at Ornerakis School of Applied Art. Having
worked as a children’s book illustrator since 2008, she loves creating playful characters,
interesting compositions and giving emphasis on colour, working often digitally, but also
traditionally, with a fresh and whimsical style.

RRP: £6.99
Format: Board book with moving
mechanisms
Extent: 8pp
Dimensions: 178mm x 178mm
Cover finishes: Matt lamination
and spot UV
CBMC code: A2K79
Orders to
Grantham Book Services,
Trent Rd, Grantham,
Lincolnshire,
NG31 7XQ
T: 01476 541080
F: 01476 541061
E: orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk

Key Selling Points:
• An interactive board book with push, pull and slide mechanisms on each page.
• Simple, informative words with first facts about the farm.

Sales & marketing by
Bounce Sales and Marketing,
320 City Road, London,
EC1V 2NZ, UK

Other titles in the series:

T: 020 7138 3650

• Dual function mechanisms - twice the fun!

Push Pull Slide Ocean
978-1-78958-930-6
April 2021

E: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

Push Pull Slide Diggers
978-1-78958-939-9
May 2021

Push Pull Slide Rescue
978-1-78958-940-5
May 2021

www.imaginethat.com
Copyright © 2020 Imagine That Group Ltd
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little door books

Early Middle Grade

Written by

David C Flanagan

Illustrated by Will Hughes
Sales Points
The first title in a brand new magical, fantasy adventure series for six- to nineyear-olds.
Written by award-winning writer and journalist David C Flanagan featuring line
drawings and illustrations by Will Hughes with his quirky, Quentin Blake-like
style.
This hilarious adventure of the imagination involves the remarkable journey
undertaken by Uncle Pete and his fearless female sidekick, with themes of
determination, collaboration, ingenuity, kindness and acceptance.
£6.99
30th April 2021
9781916205437
Children’s
06 - 09
years
150pp

Uncle Pete and the Boy Who Couldn’t Sleep tells the story of Harry, a young
boy who has never slept in his entire life, no matter how hard his parents try
to help him.
With all the bedtime stories, songs and milky drinks in his town exhausted along with all the people - it’s Harry’s eccentric explorer uncle, Pete, who
ultimately comes to his aid with the help of a map, a rickety old biplane, a tiny
mouse companion called TM, and one very special sheep.

English
World

David C. Flanagan is a writer and award-winning journalist
based in the Orkney Islands. Born, raised and educated in
Edinburgh, he studied journalism in the city before returning to
his ancestral home in the islands where he worked as a
reporter on the local weekly newspaper, The Orcadian. He’s
been freelance since 2002, providing news, features and
content for a variety of publications and websites. David also
acts as location manager for film and television crews operating
in Orkney.
His first book, Board, was published by Fledgling Press in 2015
and recounted his hapless attempts to learn to surf in middleage, on the wild Atlantic coast of Orkney. He still surfs, badly,
and also loves skateboarding, fitness training and walking in the
Scottish mountains.
Uncle Pete and the Boy Who Couldn’t Sleep is David’s first
story for children, reflecting his passion for adventure stories,
his love of animals, and his slightly whacky sense of humour.

About the Illustrator

Sales and Marketing:

Will Hughes is a young illustrator and cartoonist, recently
graduated from Edinburgh College of Art. Whatever he makes,
whether it is stories, cartoons or prints, he likes his work to be
comic and humorous, and to tell the stories of all sorts of
ridiculous things. From a old woman with a hoard of very helpful
cats to burglars who have to stand on each others shoulders to
rob a house. He usually draws these with a dipping ink pen and
watercolour paints to create energetic, lively and fluid lines and
colours.

Bounce Sales & Marketing Ltd Tel: 020 7138 3650 Fax: 020 7138 3658
Email: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk Web: www.bouncemarketing.co.uk

www.littledoorbooks.co.uk

180 x 130
Paperback

About the author

The story is a magical and hilarious adventure of the imagination involving
the remarkable journey undertaken by Uncle Pete and his fearless female
sidekick, with themes of determination, collaboration, ingenuity, kindness and
acceptance.

Little Island Books – Advance information
All Shining in the Spring: The Story of a Baby who Died
by Siobhán Parkinson
Illustrated by Donald Teskey

About the Author

The story of a family coping with the
loss of a baby by stillbirth

Siobhán Parkinson was Ireland’s first ever
Children’s Laureate. She has published more
than 20 books for children and teenagers, with
Puffin, Hodder, O’Brien Press and Little Island
Books.

Summary
5-year-old Matthew is looking forward to
the new baby. Then there is sad news.
The doctor tells Matthew’s parents that
the baby is not growing properly inside
its mother and will not be able to live
after it is born.

About the Illustrator
Donald Teskey is one of Ireland’s foremost
artists and illustrators. He is a member of the
Royal Hibernian Academy. He has published
books in collaboration with authors including
John Banville and Derek Mahon.

Written by the author to help her own
son cope with the death of their new
baby at birth, All Shining in the Spring is
a child-centred book. It will help children
and families deal with the feelings and
questions which the death of a baby
raises.

Key Sales Points
• Will help families who experience the
loss of a baby
• Also helpful for children whose friends
suffer loss
• Ideal for librarians, teachers, carers,
social workers, hospitals

AGE
4+

Pub date:
Price:
ISBN:
Thema:
BISAC:
Binding:
Format:
Extent:

01/04/2021
£6.99
9781912417575
YXG, VFJX
JNF053030,
FAM014000
Paperback
B format
64 pages

UK orders to: Bounce Sales & Marketing Ltd, London 020 7138 3650
sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk
Publisher contact: Little Island Books, Dublin +353 85 2283 060 info@littleisland.ie

Little Island Books – Advance Information
Getting Ahead of Ourselves: A Young Environmentalist’s Handbook (working title)
Written and illustrated by Oisín McGann

Ages
12+

Praise for Oisín McGann

Climate Change and how to fight it explained in a
hopeful and eco-friendly book. Published in
collaboration with Friends of the Earth Ireland.

Summary

‘Highly accomplished and also highly readable. He
clearly immersed himself in the research.’ Sarah
Webb, Irish Independent (for Race the Atlantic Wind)

What is Climate Change? How can it be stopped?
And what can young people do to help the fight?

‘An impressive and highly intelligent political thriller.’
Robert Dunbar, Irish Times (for Strangled Silence)

Author Oisín McGann explains Climate Change
science, and encourages young people to be part of
positive change by getting involved in the global
movement to fight humanity’s biggest challenge.

‘A clever and exciting plot and strong and endearing
characters.’ Diarmuid Murray, Sunday Business Post
(for Rat Runners)
‘A colourful and imaginative tale that twists and turns
to throw up surprises from beginning to end.’ Books
For Keeps (for Ancient Appetites)

Published in collaboration with Friends of the Earth
Ireland, this might be the most eco-friendly
children's book ever published! Vegan inks, no
plastic components and all fully recyclable: this book
is part of the solution.

‘McGann breathes life into his characters in a manner
reminiscent of the great Tolkien.’ Evening Echo (for
The Harvest Tide Project)

About the Author
Oisín McGann is a best-selling and award-winning
writer and illustrator. His books include the Mad
Grandad series, Headbomz: Wreckin’ Yer Head, Race
the Atlantic Wind, The Gods and Their Machines and
The Wildenstern Saga. In 2014 and 2015, he was the
Irish writer-in-residence for Weather Stations, an
EU-funded project to use storytelling to raise
awareness of Climate Change. He has carried on this
work through school residencies in primary and
secondary schools.

Key Sales Points
Pub date:
Price:		
ISBN:
		
Binding:
Format:
Extent:		

15/04/2021
£8.99
978-1912417742
RNPG; YXZG
Paperback
B format
224 pages

 Eco-friendly book production
 A short and hopeful guide to Climate Change
 Major crowdfunding campaign launching
Halloween 2020, generating anticipation for 2021
publication
 Collaboration between Little Island Books and
Friends of the Earth Ireland

Irish orders: Conor Hackett
T: +353 (0)86 851 8501 E: mail@hackettflynn.com
UK orders: Bounce Sales & Marketing Ltd, London T: 020 7138 3650 f 020 7138 3658 E: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk
Publisher contact: Little Island Books
T: +353 85 2283 060
E: matthew.pb@littleisland.ie

ADVANCED INFO

HICOTEA: A NIGHTLIGHTS STORY

GRAPHIC
NOVEL

LORENA ALVAREZ

In this mesmerising follow-up to Nightlights, Lorena Alvarez explores our relationship with nature and animals.
On a school field trip to the river, Sandy wanders away from her classmates and discovers an empty turtle
shell. Peeking through the dark hole, she suddenly finds herself within a magical new dimension. Filled with
sculptures, paintings and books, the turtle’s shell is a museum of the natural world. But one painting is incomplete, and the turtle needs Sandy’s help to finish it…
KEY SELLING POINTS

MARKETING AND SALES

•

•

•
•

The greatly anticipated sequel to Nightlights,
which received glowing reviews including
starred reviews from The Bulletin of the
Center for Children’s Books and Publishers
Weekly, and was chosen as Best Children’s
Book of 2017 by the New York Public Library
Reflects on the importance of respecting the
natural world
A wonderfully imaginative story with
enchanting illustrations that will entrance
readers once again into Lorena Alvarez’s world

•
•

Promotion via website and social media
@nobrowpress
Sales copies available to select stores to
generate interest
Review copies to comics/illustration blogs &
websites and all national press & media

[COVER NOT FINAL]

FOR PEOPLE WHO LOVED:

Publication

April 2021

Market

Art, Illustration, Comics

Price

£8.99

Format

Paperback

Size

297 x 202 mm (h x w)

Extent

56pp

ISBN

978-1-910620-59-5

Territory

Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR/ILLUSTRATOR
Lorena Alvarez was born and raised in Bogotá, and
studied Graphic Design and Arts at the Universidad
Nacional de Colombia. She has illustrated for Puffin
Books, Faber & Faber, Usborne Books, Parragon,
Boom! Studios, Nickelodeon and Disney. Since 2008,
she has been part of “La Procesión Puppet Club”,
an experimental puppetry group of illustrators and
visual artists.

Shelving Category Graphic Novels

Published by Nobrow www.nobrow.net

@NobrowPress

E zoe@nobrow.net

Sales by Bounce Sales & Marketing www.bouncemarketing.co.uk

E sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

ADVANCED INFO
SAMPLE SPREAD

Published by Nobrow www.nobrow.net

@NobrowPress

E zoe@nobrow.net

Sales by Bounce Sales & Marketing www.bouncemarketing.co.uk

E sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

Lost Child of Chernobyl
Helen Bate
Powerful graphic novel inspired by the nuclear explosion at the Chernobyl power station, published for the 35th
anniversary of the disaster
One April night, people living near Chernobyl see a bright light in the sky...Everyone is told to move out of the forbidden zone
around the destroyed nuclear reactor, but two stubborn old ladies, Anna and Klara, refuse to leave.
Nine years later, the forest wolves bring a ragged child to their door - a child who has been living with wolves in the forbidden
zone. Who is the lost child of Chernobyl and will Anna and Klara be able to find the child's family after all this time?
Inspired by the real events of the global environmental disaster at Chernobyl in April 1986, this haunting and deeply relevant
graphic novel is about the place of humans in the natural world, about healing, survival and the meaning of home.
From the award-wining author of Peter in Peril, USBBY Outstanding International Book, and Me and Mrs Moon.

First book for younger children about the Chernobyl nuclear explosion
Published to commemorate the 35th anniversary of the disaster
Gripping story that, while fictional, gives real historical details about the event
Explores the environmental concerns raised by the explosion in an accessible way
By an author who has track record of bringing important issues to life through graphic novel storytelling

Author Information

08 April 2021
9781913074715
£12.99
Hardback
250 x 180 mm, 56 pages

Helen Bate has personal knowledge of the Chernobyl crisis. In 1986, she and her young family were living close to North Wales
when the area was badly affected by the Chernobyl radioactive fallout and farmers were prevented from selling affected livestock
for 25 years. Her brother in law worked for the International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna, monitoring the global situation.
From 2006 Helen became involved in the work of the Chernobyl Children’s Charities and has been following the events that took
place after Chernobyl ever since. She is the author and illustrator of The Creature, Peter in Peril (a USBBY Honor Book) and Me
and Mrs Moon (chosen for Empathy Lab’s 2020 Read For Empathy listing). She lives in Shropshire, UK.

Colour illustrations
Interest age: From 8 years
BICs: YXZG
RIGHTS: WORLD
Sales & Marketing: Bounce Sales and Marketing Ltd
Tel.: 020 7138 3650 E: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

Orders: Grantham Book Services Trent Road, Grantham, Lincolnshire NG31 7XQ
Tel.: 01476 54108 E: orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk

Otter-Barry Books
Tel.: 07976 047767 E: sales@otterbarrybooks.com

Shu Lin's Grandpa
Matt Goodfellow, illustrated by Yu Rong
Shu Lin, a Chinese immigrant girl, finds it hard to gain acceptance in her new school, until her grandpa saves the day
Shu Lin is starting at a new school. She stands alone in the playground and at lunchtime she eats by herself from little boxes of
brightly coloured food. “What’s up with her?” says Barney.
But when Shu Lin’s grandpa comes to school and shows the class his amazing Chinese paintings, everything changes….
With a stunning double-gatefold spread revealing a beautiful Chinese picture, this uplifting story shows the transformative power of
art and imagination in developing cultural understanding and empathy.
Stunning double-gatefold spread revealing stunning Chinese picture
Vivid depiction of a child’s first experience of school in a new country
Touching story that helps to develop cultural understanding and empathy
Shows the power of art and imagination in breaking down barriers
First picture book by a poet who performs his work widely in schools across the UK
Illustrations by an award-winning Chinese illustrator

Author Information

08 April 2021
9781913074029
£12.99
Hardback
275 x 240 mm, 32 pages, Age: 4+
includes double-gatefold spread
BICs: YXF
RIGHTS: WORLD

Until recently a primary school teacher, Matt Goodfellow is now a full-time poet who visits schools across the country to give highenergy performances and workshops. His first poetry collection for Otter-Barry Books, Chicken on the Roof, received wide
acclaim. Caterpillar Cake, for early years and KS1, illustrated by Krina Patel Sage, will be published in July 20. Matt lives in
Stockport, Manchester, UK.
Yu Rong has degrees in Chinese Painting and Contemporary Art from Nanjing Normal University and in Communication and
Design from the Royal College of Art, London. Deeply versed in traditional Chinese art, she has won numerous international
awards including the BIB Golden Apple and the Chen Bochui International Children's Literature Award. Yu Rong's previous books
include Snowflake in my Pocket (with Rachel Bright) and Tracks of a Panda (with Nick Dawson). She lives just outside Cambridge,
England.
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Melt
Ele Fountain
Keynote
A breathless adventure story of courage and survival in a warming climate, from the
multi-award-winning author of Boy 87 and Lost

Description
United by greed and self-interest. But not their own.

Publication date Thursday, April 29,
2021
Price
£7.99
ISBN-13
9781782692881
BIC 2.0
General Fiction
(Children's/Ya)
(YFB)
CBMC
Age
Subject
Type
Character
Tie In

D3N79
9-11 years
Fiction
Ordinary Printed
Book
Non-character
Non Tie-in

Binding
Paperback
Format
198 x 129mm
Extent
224 pages
Word Count
Territorial Rights World English, with
temporary
restrictions for US
and Canada, pending
potential rights
sales
In-House Editor Sarah Odedina

A boy lives in a remote, snow-bound village with his elderly grandmother. Their
traditional way of life is threatened by the changing snow and ice: it melts faster every
year. When the sea-ice collapses while he is out hunting, he only just escapes with his
life and is left stranded in the Arctic tundra.
Meanwhile a girl is trying to adapt to another new school. Her father promises his new
job at an oil company will mean they never have to move again, but not long after he
starts, his behaviour becomes odd and secretive. When their fates take a drastic turn
the girl's world collides with the boy's and they find themselves together in a desperate
search for survival, and for the truth.

Sales Points
Fuses the urgent issue of climate change with a thrilling adventure plot and moving
family relationships
Ele Fountain's previous novels have received glowing press and huge awards
recognition

Reviews
'Praise for Ele Fountain:'
'Fountain writes with verisimilitude and verve. Novels are works of imagination and
this book's compassion overrides any questions about the "right to write"' Observer
'[Lost] will arouse compassion for society's lost, reminding readers how small the
difference may be between them and us' - Sunday Times
'Full of tension, fear, heartbreak and hope, [Boy 87] conveys both the bitterness of
having family, home and identity stolen away piecemeal, and a courageous
determination to survive' - Guardian

Author Biography
Ele Fountain worked as an editor in children's publishing where she helped launch and
nurture the careers of many prize-winning and bestselling authors. Ele's debut novel,
Boy 87, won four awards and was nominated for nine more, including the Waterstones
Children's Book Prize. She lives in Hampshire with her husband and two daughters.

Pushkin Press.

www.pushkinpress.com

Sales Office:

Tel:

71-75 Shelton street, London, WC2H 9JQ, UNITED KINGDOM
+44 (0)20 3735 9078

Orders to:

Tel:
Fax:

GBS, Trent Road, Grantham, Lincolnshire, NG31 7XQ
01476 541080
01476 541061
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Milly Cow Gives Milk
By Deborah Chancellor and Julia Groves

A child follows a day in the life of Milly the cow, as she munches grass with her friends,
drinks gallons of water, makes cow pats in the field, and visits the milking parlour with
her farmer. Milly’s milk is made into butter, cheese and yoghurt.

Publication
Age
Price
Format
Size
Extent
ISBN
Territory
BIC Code
CBMC Code

Key Selling Points
• A new series to help children understand and appreciate where their food comes from. Encourages
children to be environmentally aware.
• Simple quiz and fun facts at the end explain more about dairy farming and produce
• Full of information that has been fact checked, yet presented in a simple and stylish way to spark the
interest of both young children and parents.
• Author has been shortlisted for the Little Rebels Award with Real Lives: Harriet Tubman (A&C Black,
Bloomsbury Publishing). Illustrator has been nominated for the Progressive Pre-School Awards with My
Animal Babies from Child’s Play

1st April 2021
3+
£12.99
Hardback
240 x 240mm
32pp

978-1-912650-52-1
World
YNNF, YNPC, YXZG
B3M79

Sales and Marketing
• Will be submitted widely for review to nationals, specialists and bloggers
• Author and artist available for events: launch planned at Harts in Saffron Walden
• Artist’s cut paper technique ideal for workshop sessions
• Eligible for prizes such as Teach Early Years, Oscars, Greenaway, FCBG
• Teacher notes planned for the website
• First in a series to be marketed as a collection. Next will be Polly Bee Makes Honey

Deborah Chancellor has written over a hundred books for children, from toddlers to teenagers.
She lives with her family in Saffron Walden, Essex. Julia Groves has designed and illustrated a
range of baby books and picture books for Childsplay. She lives with her family in Norfolk.
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Ten Little Dogs
By Ruth Brown
An adorable count-down book by household name, Ruth Brown

’Ten little dogs, sitting in a line,
One chased a butterfly
And then there were…. nine’
Then 8, then 7 and so on. Continue the countdown fun until only one little dog remains. Will there be none?
Turn the final page to find out.
Key Selling Points
•
Title
Author
Publication
Age
Price
Format
Size
Extent
ISBN
Territory
BIC Code
CBMC Code

Ten Little Dogs
Ruth Brown
1 April 2021
3-6
£12.99
Hardback
275 x 240mm
32pp

Uses a fun rhyming pattern and appealing artwork to introduce concepts of counting and subtraction to
very young children

•

Irresistible for dog lovers and perfect for nurseries and schools

•

Ruth Brown is famous for picture book classics such as A DARK DARK TALE, GREYFRIARS BOBBY and TEN
SEEDS.

•

Ruth is an award-winning artist whose books are sold in over 20 languages.

• Latest book A GALLERY OF CATS is nominated for a major Award
Sales and Marketing

978-1-912650-53-8

•

Will be submitted widely for review to nationals, specialists and bloggers

World
YBLC, YBLB, YFP
A3M79

•

Eligible for prizes such as Teach Early Years, Oscars, Greenaway, UKLA

•

Postcards and free downloadables planned

•

Blog tour and Instagram giveaway around publication

Ruth Brown is the creator of some of Britain’s best loved children’s books. She was born in Devon and now lives in
London and Kent. Ruth’s books are translated in many languages around the world, and she has won the Earthworm
Award, the English Association Award, the Prix Sorcière and been shortlisted 3 times for the Kate Greenaway Medal.
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ABOUT A SONG

A DVA N C E D I N F O R M AT I O N
Tate Publishing

GUILHERME KARSTEN
•
•

•

A fantastically vivid and fun picture book
about the power of music and it’s ability to
take us to different places.
With lively illustrations and a wonderfully
poignant text, this book shows the
importance of sharing experiences and how
music can inspire us.
A heart warming story about a father-son
relationship and how music allows us to bond
with one another and express ourselves.

AUTHOR BIOGRAPHY
Guilherme Karsten was born
and lives in Blumenau, Brazil. As
well as publishing picture books
in multiple languages, he works
in fashion, graphic design and
editorial illustration.

A father and son embark on a journey across the
city but as they get on the train and plug in the
music, do they really know where they will end
up? Where will the music take them?

P U B L I C AT I O N: 		

A P RI L 2021

AG E R A N G E: 		
5 +
P RI C E R A N G E: 		
£11.99
FO RM AT:		 H A R D B AC K
SIZ E: 			
375 X 205 MM
E X T EN T: 		
36 P P
IS B N: 			97818 49767439
RI G H T S AVA I L A B L E: N/A
C AT E G O RY:		
FI C T I O N
A L S O AVA I L A B L E :
THE RIDE
BY G U I L H E R M E K A R S T E N

A song can make
us dance or jump ...

Hop on board and take a musical ride through the
city and into outer space, to the beach and to the
stadium, the protest and the parlour of an elderly
couple with their grand piano.
What does music make your feel? What is your
favourite song? And what can it inspire you to do?
MARKETING AND SALES
•
•
•

Advance review copies available to
booksellers, national press and media
National print and online campaign
Promotion via tate.org.uk
... and is sometimes a declaration of love.

Tate Publishing, a division of Tate Enterprises Ltd, Millbank, London SW1P 4RG T: +44 (0)20 7887 8869 E: orders@tate.org.uk W: www.tate.org.uk/publishing
Bounce Sales & Marketing Ltd. 320 City Road, London, EC1V 2NZ T: +44( 0)207 138 3650 E: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk W: www.bouncemarketing.co.uk

MINA AND THE UNDEAD
AMY McCAW
'A dark and thrilling tale of the paranormal. With haunted houses, family secrets and murder galore, this delicious and
gruesome tale of the macabre will ignite a whole new generation of vampire fans.' Lauren James
‘Brimful of nostalgia and cinematic atmosphere. A thrilling read and a clever new twist on the vampire stories you
love.’ Laura Wood

THE BOOK
Summer ’95, New Orleans. Mina’s having a summer to die for.

Pub Date: 1st April 2021
Price: £7.99
Format: B format paperback

ISBN: 9781912979479
Age Range: 14+
Subject: YFD Horror, vampires,
romance.
Extent: 400 pages
Dimensions: 198 x 129 mm
Rights: World English

Facebook: UCLan Publishing
Twitter: @publishinguclan
Instagram: @uclan_publishing

www.uclanpublishing.com

17 year old Mina arrives in New Orleans to visit her
estranged sister, Libby. Mina loves nothing more than a
creepy horror movie and can't wait to explore the city’s
darkest secrets – vampire tours, seedy bars, spooky
cemeteries, disturbing local myths…
Her trip takes an interesting turn when Mina lands a parttime job at a house of horrors, the Mansion of the
Macabre. Especially when she meets Jared, Libby’s
flatmate and co-worker (and an excellent Lestat
impersonator).

But the perfect summer bliss is broken when, while
exploring the mansion, Mina discovers the body of a girl
with puncture marks on her neck and a lock of hair

suspiciously resembling Libby’s … who, or what, has made
those marks? Is Mina’s fanatical obsession with Vampires
playing tricks on her mind? Or could Vampires actually be
stalking the streets of New Orleans, hunting for fresh
prey?
Mina and the Undead is a novel for fans of Chilling
Adventures of Sabrina, Buffy the Vampire
Slayer and Stranger Things. Think the next generation of
the classic Point Horror!

THE AUTHOR
Amy McCaw is a YA writer and blogger. She’s a fan of all
things dark and spooky.
She was nominated for the 2019 UKYA Blogger and
Vlogger Awards and longlisted for the Best Established
Award and shortlisted for the Publishers’ Choice Award.

PUBLISHER

SALES

ORDERS

UCLan Publishing
T: 01772 895041
E: uclanpublishing@uclan.ac.uk

Bounce Sales & Marketing Ltd
T: 020 7138 3650
E: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

Grantham Book Services
T: 01476 541080
E: orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk

Zoom: Dinosaur Adventure
Susan Hayes, illustrated by Sam Rennocks
Join Jasmine and Jamie as they travel back in time to a dinosaur-filled adventure, with die-cuts, a pop-up and
surprises throughout!
Join Jasmine and Jamie as they journey back to the time of the dinosaurs. Die cut pages and one surprise pop-up make every
page an interactive experience as you encounter a long-necked Alamosaurus with a big appetite, take a trip on a flying
pterosaur and come face to face with the fearsome T. Rex.
Bold die-cut windows and a pop-up keep readers guessing about what awaits on the next page of this substantial
board book – each delightfully illustrated spread offers another surprise
Fun and informative writing encourages kids to guess at the next stop on their journey and explains fascinating facts
about dinosaurs
Beautiful illustrations and construction make this book an ideal gift for a young dinosaur enthusiast
Part of an innovative series of high-quality board books from What on Earth Books

Author Information

01 April 2021
9781912920457
£10.99
Board book
170 x 150 mm, 36 pages, Age: 1+
Colour illustrations throughout; die-cuts; pop-up
RIGHTS: CA US ROW

Susan Hayes is in awe of children’s limitless imagination and thirst for knowledge. She strives to learn from the children she
knows and meets, and to enjoy the world through their fresh, curious eyes. Susan lives in the East Sussex countryside with her
own children, her partner Neil and two gorgeous but slightly silly ducks, Dolly and Izzy. She has written dozens of children's
books.
Sam Rennocks is a British illustrator born and raised in Leicester. He studied illustration at Plymouth University and now lives
in Loughborough, close to where he grew up. Sam has worked with clients from across the globe, creating work for magazines,
book publishing and games. His passion for art is inspired by ancient history and the natural world.

Sales & Marketing: Bounce Sales and Marketing Ltd
Tel.: 020 7138 3650 E: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

Orders: Grantham Book Services Trent Road, Grantham, Lincolnshire NG31 7XQ
Tel.: 01476 54108 E: orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk

What on Earth Books The Black Barn, Wickhurst
Farm, Tonbridge, Kent TN11 8PS
Tel.: 01732 464621 E: info@whatonearthbooks.com

Zoom: Rainforest Adventure
Susan Hayes, illustrated by Susanna Rumiz
Join Lin as she treks through the rainforest on an animal-packed adventure, with die-cuts, a pop-up and surprises
throughout!
Join Lin on a trek into the Amazon rainforest. Die cut pages and one surprise pop-up make every page an interactive experience
as you discover mischievous monkeys, slithery snakes, smiling sloths, hovering hummingbirds and delightful dolphins in one of
the most exciting places on Earth.
Bold die-cut windows and a pop-up keep readers guessing about what awaits on the next page of this substantial
board book – each delightfully illustrated spread offers another surprise
Fun and informative writing encourages kids to guess at the next stop on their journey and explains fascinating facts
about the rainforest
Beautiful illustrations and construction make this book an ideal gift for a young rainforest enthusiast
Part of an innovative series of high-quality board books from What on Earth Books

Author Information

01 April 2021
9781912920396
£10.99
Board book
170 x 150 mm, 36 pages, Age: 1+
Colour illustrations throughout; die-cuts; pop-up
RIGHTS: CA US ROW

Susan Hayes is in awe of children’s limitless imagination and thirst for knowledge. She strives to learn from the children she
knows and meets, and to enjoy the world through their fresh, curious eyes. Susan lives in the East Sussex countryside of the
UK with her own children, her partner Neil and two gorgeous but slightly silly ducks, Dolly and Izzy. She has written dozens of
children's books.
Susanna Rumiz is an illustrator based in Italy. She mainly works on children's books and likes to draw fun and adventurous
stories with a pinch of mystery. In her free time, she grows jungles on her balcony and collects other people's shopping lists.

Sales & Marketing: Bounce Sales and Marketing Ltd
Tel.: 020 7138 3650 E: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

Orders: Grantham Book Services Trent Road, Grantham, Lincolnshire NG31 7XQ
Tel.: 01476 54108 E: orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk

What on Earth Books The Black Barn, Wickhurst
Farm, Tonbridge, Kent TN11 8PS
Tel.: 01732 464621 E: info@whatonearthbooks.com

Spotlight Discovery
Space

SPACE
Young explorers will enjoy this spotlight discovery!
In every book, a personal guide will help children in
their search of all different kinds of animals, plants
and objects. A cardboard cut-out torch is included,
so kids can shine behind each scene and spot some
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wonderful nature. Some precious worlds will open!

SPACE

SPOTLIGHT

DISCOVERY

Publication

APRIL 2021

ISBN

9789464220797

Price

£ 8.99

Format

Board Book

Size

210 x 230 mm

Extent

14 pages and 5 acetates

Features

cardboard torch,
concealed Wire-O binding

Age

4+

BIC code

YB

ISBN 978-94-6422-079-7

9 789464 220797

ALSO IN THIS SERIES
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NATURE

OVERY

SPOTLIGHT DISC
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Spotlight Discovery
Nature

NATURE
Young explorers will enjoy this spotlight discovery!
In every book, a personal guide will help children in
their search of all different kinds of animals, plants
and objects. A cardboard cut-out torch is included,
so kids can shine behind each scene and spot some
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wonderful nature. Some precious worlds will open!

NATURE

SPOTLIGHT

DISCOVERY

Publication

APRIL 2021

ISBN

9789464220780

Price

£ 8.99

Format

Board Book

Size

210 x 230 mm

Extent

14 pages and 5 acetates

Features

cardboard torch,
concealed Wire-O binding

Age

4+

BIC code

YB

ISBN: 978-94-6422-078-0

9 789464 220780
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OVERY

SPOTLIGHT DISC
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I Love Nature

BEAR LOVES THE BEES
Nature is a wonderful thing, and a love of nature can be

Bear loves the bees

taught from a very young age.
Each of these stories tells the tale of an animal friend who
lends Mother Nature a helping hand. Meet Bear who helps the
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bees make honey, Mouse who tends to the park, Rabbit who
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plays in the rain and Squirrel who helps the forest to flourish.
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Each title comes with its own set of seeds, plus illustrated
instructions. Toddlers will love watching their seeds grow into
flowers. An eco-friendly series printed on FSC paper.

Publication

APRIL 2021

ISBN

9789463997775

Price

£ 6.99

Format

Board Book

Size

170 x 170 mm

Extent

14 pages

Features

flower seed paper

Age

3+

BIC code

YB

W YOUR

ISBN: 978-94-6399-777-5
It’s Bear’s lucky day!
He finds a big jar full of yummy honey
and gobbles it up enthusiastically.
But lots of angry bees swarm around Bear.
‘We worked hard to make that precious
syrup and now it’s all gone! Did you know
that we have to visit four million flowers
to make one kilo of honey?!’

9 789463 997775

Bear feels so guilty and
decides to make it up to them.
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I Love Nature

MOUSE LOVES HIS PARK

Mouse loves his park

Nature is a wonderful thing, and a love of nature can be
taught from a very young age.
Each of these stories tells the tale of an animal friend who
lends Mother Nature a helping hand. Meet Bear who helps the

R

F L O WE

MOUSE LOVES HIS PARK

W YOUR

Mouse knows all about hard work!
Every day, he puts on his boots and does
some gardening in the park. He snacks on the
juiciest berries while he works... as do the worms!
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ISBN: 978-94-6399-779-9

bees make honey, Mouse who tends to the park, Rabbit who
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plays in the rain and Squirrel who helps the forest to flourish.
Each title comes with its own set of seeds, plus illustrated
instructions. Toddlers will love watching their seeds grow into
flowers. An eco-friendly series printed on FSC paper.

Publication

APRIL 2021

ISBN

9789463997799

Price

£ 6.99

Format

Board Book

Size

170 x 170 mm

Extent

14 pages

Features

flower seed paper

Age

3+

BIC code

YB

At the pond, he plants some colourful
water lilies. These attract lots of
dragonflies, ducks and frogs.

9 789463 997799
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I Love Nature

RABBIT LOVES THE RAIN
Nature is a wonderful thing, and a love of nature can be

Rabbit loves the rain

taught from a very young age.
Each of these stories tells the tale of an animal friend who
lends Mother Nature a helping hand. Meet Bear who helps the
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bees make honey, Mouse who tends to the park, Rabbit who

SEED PAPE

plays in the rain and Squirrel who helps the forest to flourish.
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Each title comes with its own set of seeds, plus illustrated
instructions. Toddlers will love watching their seeds grow into
flowers. An eco-friendly series printed on FSC paper.

Publication

APRIL 2021

ISBN

9789463997805

Price

£ 6.99

Format

Board Book

Size

170 x 170 mm

Extent

14 pages

Features

flower seed paper

Age

3+

BIC code

YB

W YOUR

ISBN: 978-94-6399-780-5
It’s pouring with rain, but that
doesn’t bother Rabbit at all!
She could not be happier
splashing around outside!

Rabbit loves watching the birds
bathing in the puddles and listening
to the frogs croaking away.
Ooh, what a magnificent rainy world!

9 789463 997805
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I Love Nature

SQUIRREL LOVES FLOWERS
Nature is a wonderful thing, and a love of nature can be

Squirrel loves flowers

taught from a very young age.
Each of these stories tells the tale of an animal friend who
lends Mother Nature a helping hand. Meet Bear who helps the
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bees make honey, Mouse who tends to the park, Rabbit who
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plays in the rain and Squirrel who helps the forest to flourish.
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Each title comes with its own set of seeds, plus illustrated
instructions. Toddlers will love watching their seeds grow into
flowers. An eco-friendly series printed on FSC paper.

Publication

APRIL 2021

ISBN

9789463997782

Price

£ 6.99

Format

Board Book

Size

170 x 170 mm

Extent

14 pages

Features

flower seed paper

Age

3+

BIC code

YB

W YOUR

Squirrel likes to hang out in his cosy home.
But what he likes even better is going out
and exploring nature!

ISBN: 978-94-6399-778-2

He can jump from tree to tree
for hours! He loves to bounce
on the branches and to feel
the cool breeze in his fur.

9 789463 997782
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3, 2, 1 … Goodnight Everyone
Forest Animals

count the animals down from 10 to 1.
Introducing a lovely series of beautiful bedtime

Goodnight Everyone
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The day is done... Enter the moon, exit the sun and
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FOREST ANIMALS

Peek

ab

Little readers are sure to have a good night, as 10 stars
twinkle when they turn off their light.
Publication

APRIL 2021

ISBN

9789464220940

Price

£ 6,99

Format

Board book

Size

210 x 230 mm

Extent

12 pages

Features

die cuts, glow-in-the-dark

Age

2+

BIC code

YB

ISBN: 978-94-6422-094-0

9 789464 220940
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3, 2, 1 … Goodnight Everyone
Farm Animals

FARM ANIMALS
The day is done... Enter the moon, exit the sun and
count the animals down from 10 to 1.
Introducing a lovely series of beautiful bedtime
books.
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Little readers are sure to have a good night, as 10 stars
twinkle when they turn off their light.
Publication

APRIL 2021

ISBN

9789464220957

Price

£ 6,99

Format

Board book

Size

210 x 230 mm

Extent

12 pages

Features

die cuts, glow-in-the-dark

Age

2+

BIC code

YB

ISBN: 978-94-6422-095-7

9 789464 220957
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3, 2, 1 … Goodnight Everyone
Wild Animals

WILD ANIMALS
The day is done... Enter the moon, exit the sun and
count the animals down from 10 to 1.
Introducing a lovely series of beautiful bedtime
books.
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Little readers are sure to have a good night, as 10 stars
twinkle when they turn off their light.
Publication

APRIL 2021

ISBN

9789464220971

Price

£ 6,99

Format

Board book

Size

210 x 230 mm

Extent

12 pages

Features

die cuts, glow-in-the-dark

Age

2+

BIC code

YB

ISBN: 978-94-6422-097-1

9 789464 220971
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3, 2, 1 … Goodnight Everyone
Baby Animals

BABY ANIMALS
The day is done... Enter the moon, exit the sun and
count the animals down from 10 to 1.
Introducing a lovely series of beautiful bedtime
books.
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rhyme,
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Written
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Little readers are sure to have a good night, as 10 stars
twinkle when they turn off their light.
Publication

APRIL 2021

ISBN

9789464220964

Price

£ 6,99

Format

Board book

Size

210 x 230 mm

Extent

12 pages

Features

die cuts, glow-in-the-dark

Age

2+

BIC code

YB

ISBN: 978-94-6422-096-4

9 789464 220964
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